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Abstract

College and graduate students are frequently called upon to

evaluate their courses and instructors. The evaluation instruments

are derived from general principles of learning, instructional

guidelines, or teaching heurlistics. Thel-atings are made by sIudents

within a framework of priorities regarding certain qualities of the

t instruction they received. Instructional evaluation has not always

been closely reSponsive to such student priorities. The first step

in a better response is to identify such student priorities.

This brief study sought to identify those qualiti'es which medical

and pharmacy students consider to be most important to their learning.

A survey methodologY involving student ratings of 39 instructional

qualities was used. The 'results, quite consistent across student

groups, clearly identified three qualities as most essential to their

learning st,
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College, graduate and professional students are frequentty called upon

to evaluate their-courses and instructors. This practice is intended to

yield information useful in monitorinv instructional quality, document,ing

teaching contribution, and providing suggestions for instructional iMprove-

ment. The evaluation struments used are usually comprised of a general

set ofteaching heur stics, principles of learning, or instructional

guidelines thought to affect learning combined with some type orrating

scale.

The items common to instructional evaluation instruments, whether

derived intuitively or empirically, have as their base some model, o sche a

of effective instruction. Feldman (1976) in his synthesi% and meta-analysis

of.some 70 studies oc teaching qualities report.4 many studies which describe

a "good teacher" or which identify behaviors thought,to discriminate

between the best dnd the worst instructors.

Irby (1978 a & b)-has delineated four dimensions or'qualities which

appear regularly in studies as being highly related to effective classroom

teaching and whi11 also seem to be related to effective clinical teaching.

These include: (1).organization/clarity; 2) enthusiasm/stimulation; (3)

\tkinstructor knowledge; and (4) group instru tional skill. In his proposed

seif-assesment inventory for clinial and classroom teachers in medicine

he has added the dimensions of (5) rapport; (6) clinical supervision;

(7) clinical competence; and.(8) professional characteristics (1978 a)..

The fiirst five ch4racteristics generally correspond to the d mensions which-
e

Feldman examined, although they are broader categories than Feldman's.

..- .

The practice of students re+44e thstruction rests upon the assumption that
,

students have formulated a 'Structure or set of criterip whlch define

effective instruction for them.

This research was supported in part by drant 1 D27 PE 19139 from the Public

Health Service of Health, Education and Welfare.
--

Paper presented at the Rocky Mouftain Educational Research Association

Annual Meeting, Tycson, Arizona, September 1979.

Reprints are available from Robert F. Rubeck, Office of Medical Education,

College of Medicine, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85724
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An assumption in many professional schpoli, is that instruciion

evaluation instruments derived for use in higher education in general

will have direct application to the evaluation of instruction in the

professions. In exploring this assumption /his stbdy sought to identify

the qualities of instruction considered by medical and pharmacy-students

to be imporfant to their learning. It was expected that a subset of .

essential qualities would emerge from the more important qualities identified

and that the composition of the subset would be consistent across student

populations. Pie .exisfence. of such a subset would support the assumption

that students do have a schema for qualities of instruction which they

consider essential to learning.

'Method

A questionnaire consisting of 39 items, derived to be consistant. with

Irby's and Feldman's dimenskons, was randomly divided into two scales (A and

B) of 20 items and 19 items retTectively in order to reduce the time required

to complete the form. The scales were then randomiy distributed to all

meinbers of thc1/41i§loming class of 1983 of the University of Arizona College of

Medicine and the senlor class of the College of PharMacy during their first

ymek in session. A total of 92 responses were obtained from medicine and

53 from pharmacy, approximately equally divided betwe.en scales..

The questionnaire was of a 3.7oint structured-response design on whicfl

the respondent identified each behavior or quality listed as being "Essential",
4

"Desirable", or "Of Little or No Importance" to his/her learning. In analyzing

the.data a numerical value was assigned to each.df the three classifications

with Essential receiving a value of 3, Desirable a 2, and Of Little Importance

a 1. The mean hnd standard deviation for each item were obtained.

Discriminant analysis was used to see if there was 'a statistically significant

difference between the medical and pharmacy4students' responses. Spearman

Rank-Order Correlation (rho) was used to determine whether and to what degree

the rankings.by the twio groups were related.
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Results

Items appeared to cluster roughly into four groups. The item clusters

at the extreme ends of the range of means were clearly separated from the

two large middle clusters. that is, both groups of-students seemed to

consider three items essential, and both groups had considerable concensus

on these items (means ranged between 2.74 and 2.88 with ,standard deviations

ranging between .32 and .45). These items were: clearly communicates what

is expected to be learned, answers students' questions carefully and precisely,

and emphasizes what is important. These eepresented Irby's qualities of

organization/clarity and instructional'skill;

The second clustering of responses (see attached list of items rank

ordered) had a broader range for both means (2.25 to 2.62) and standard

deviations (.45 to .65). Among the top 13 items are represented four of

the fiv dimenSions Irby denotes as being important on a general level to

most students. Of the top 13 itenTS listed, 9 are common to both student

populations. The items in addition tb those already identified were:

relates facts to form concepts, test3the important course materiS1, corrects

tudent mistakes without belittling them, reviews essential material, paces

presentation to student rate or comprehension, and assigns grades fairlx.

The top twelve ranke'd items do not include several qualitiesderanke d highly

in the studies reported by Feldman. Though low in this study's rankings,

qualities like instructor preparedness, instructor ability to st:mulate

in,erest, and instructor knowledge of the subject ranked third, fourth,

and fifth in feldmans'-results.

Discriminant analysis showed no sigaificant difference between the

medical and pharmacy student responses. The medical student population

appeared to be a bit more homo9eneous (SD range .363 .705) than ihe

pharmacy student population (.320 - .774) in their responses.. Spearman rho

yielded a significant correlation of .81, p.(.01 between the rankings of

the medical and pharmacy students.

N
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The following items were.renked high by medicarstbdents and' low by

pharmacy students: .

5

Med Rank 3 Relates new material to previous learning Pharm Rank 19

Med Rank 4 Shows enthusiasm about the subject Pharm Rank 23
,

Med Rank 7 Discusses points of view other, than his/her own Pharm Rani' 28

Ftve of the six'items with.the lowest ranking wer'e identical. The

.
qualities of'encouraging active participation in discussion, utilizing aulpio

visual resources effectivel, directing students to useful literature, bring

self critical. ,
an'd not appearing arrogant received the lowest ,ratings.

t ...

Discussion and Conclusion
_

.
.

The results obtained in 'this study.seem to support'the expectation that

professional (at least dical a'nd pharmacy) students do have a schema for

/e
0

qualities of ibitruct on whicteare important to learning. Whether they use

this schema whe'ri4itually evaluating iristructism is a subjett forlanother

study. The components of this schema ae'still not fully now definitivelly

it.
delineated, nor has the question df whether iirofessional students ,comprise

'a population unique from any-other
i

group of Students been answered. it

does appear that these student groups consider clarity and organization-both

of content and preseatation to be of hi* importande, In this they are much
V

like other college students who have been studied. .The students in this

study differed from other students, however, in ranking instructor knowledge

as being of much iess importance. It may be that this is a result of the

. .

instrument ....ed. Since there were as many items from this dimension as

from.the dimensions of-clarity or enthusiasm, the first explanation seems

less likely than that medical students assume that their faculty is knowledgeable.

They may further assume that there are ample resources available for

obtaining factual information other than their instrudtor. It will be

interesting to see if this ranking will change as students move'into their

clinical training.

There seem to be more questions raised by this study than were answered.

For example: *mid other student populations rank the importance of qualities

Jn a different Ay than do these student's? Is there less varitnce Among :

medical and pharmacy students than among law students or educational psychology

graduate students? Areythe qualities freshman students deem essential

.
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different from those essential to seniors? Do students and faculty agree

on the essential qualities of good instruction? Do students rate instruction

according to their schema for "good teaching"? Further research into these

questions ks currently being conducted. 'We may tentatively conclude from

this study that medical and pharmacy students consider clearly defined

expectations of student learning, careful answering of students' questions

and emphasis of important concepts are es.)jntial insturctor behavior, for

effective learning.
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Rank Crdpring of Instruction Quali.ties

Medical Students

Item #

Pharmacy Students

Rank Mean. SD Rank Mean

1. 2.848 .363 22 Clear)y communicates what is expected to be learned 1 2.869 .320

2. 2.761 .431 7 Answers student questions carefully and precisely 3 2.731 .452

3. 2.739 .444 11 Emphasizes what is important 2 2.846 .368

4. 2.587 .541 ,17 Relates new material to previous learnings 19.5 12346
yaml
.485

5.5 2.565 .501 21 Shows enthusiasm about the subject 24 2.259 .447

5.5 2.565 .544 24 Tests the important course material 5 2.59 .501

7. 2.543 .546 29 Relates facts to form 'concepts 12..5 2.481 .509

10. 2.522 .505 14 Discusves points of view other than his/her own 28 2.115 .653

10. 2.522 .505 3 Corre/ts student mistakes withourbelittliv them 10.5 2.500 .510

10. 2.522 .547 18 Reviews essential material 4 2.615 .496

f0.. 2.522 .547 38 Paces presentation to student rate of comprehension' 8 2.556 .577

'.10. 2.522 .547 36 Assigns grades fairly 6.5 21:577 .578

11, 2.457 .555 6 Gears i.nstruction to student's level di readiness 6.5 2.577 .643

15. 2.435 .544 32 Willingly remains accessible to students 22 2.296 .605

15. 2.435 ...544 37 Summarizes major points 12.5 2.481 .580

15. 2.435 *4.620 34 Clarifies confusing examination.questons 9 g! 2.519 .509

17.5 2.413 .541 28 Willingly explains further 16.5 2.407 .501

17.5 2.413 .541 1 Seems to enjoy teaching _15 2.423 .504

19. 2.391 .537 26 Stimulates student Interest in the subject 21' 2.296 .465

20.5 2.348. .182 8 Is open-minded'
10.5 2.500 .510

20.5 2.348 .526 23 Quickly grasps what students are asking telling 29 2.111 .506

B



Medilcal Students

t.

Item #

Pharmacy Students

Rank Mean SD
Rank Mean' SD

22.5 2.326 .560 39 Encourages a climate of mutual respect 24 2.259 .447

22.5 2.326 .519 2 Listens attentrvely
14 2.462 -.508

24.5 2.239 .565 35, Has an interesting style of presentation 33 2.000 .480

24.5 2.239 .705 16 Takes responsibility for own actions 19.5 2.346 .689

26. 2.196 .582 '33 Reveals knowjedge in his/her discipline
,

16.5 2.407 .572

27. 2.174 .529 15 Provides support and encourSgement to students 18 2.385 .496

28.5 2.152 .556 13 \ Questions' seudents to elicit underlying reasoning 36 1.885 .516

28.5 2.152 .595 20 Discusses current developments in his/her specialty 31 2.038 .774

30. 2.087 .590 .10 Shows personal interest in students 26.5 2..231 514

31. 2.043 .556 5 Giving students positive reinforcemer* for good 26.5 2.231

32. 2.022 .577 27 firclogillinanilliMfaillagce
24 2.259 56

33.5 1.978 .577 25 Seems VD have self confidence 32 2.037 587

33.5 1.178 .683 12 Uses class handouts effectively 30 2.077 .744

35. 1.957 .556 31 Eicourages active participation in discussion 39 1.815 .622

36. 1.935 .574 19 4itilizes audio visual resources effectively 34.5 1.962 .662

37.9 1.804 .500 30
(,1

Direc,,ts stuatnts to useful literature in the field 37 1.852 .362

37.5 1.804° .619. 4 is self critical
38 1.846 .732

37.5 . ,1.761 .639 9 Does not appear to be arrogant 34.5 1.962 .720
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INSTRUCTIONAL QUALITIES SCALL7A

This instrument iz; intended to collect y.ur inIi vidu l ratings of variou5

instructional qualities which, based on past oyi,riihco, mal,o ti significant

contribution to your learning.

The method used here required that you detormine the importance of each in-

structional quality in relation to the other q,,alities listed. This means that

some of the qualities you select as more important than others may be only

slightly morevimportant.

Please rate the importance, to you in ywr lcaining, of each q:ality listed.

Using the scale provided below assign a ratinq 1(ttor t() each item.

E a quality which is ESSENTIAL to.rue in ny learning

D m a quality which is generally DESIRALLL t(i me in my learning

L a quality which is of LITTLE or no inpnttance to me in my learnihg

I. Seem to enjoy teachin,_;

9 Listens attentively
_

3. Corrects studL.nt Lclittfing

4. i.. self critic:11

5. Giving students positiv: reinforcenent for qoud cn-

tributions in performanc,,7

6. ("bears instru, 'on to studcnt's 1c4el of readiness

7. 'r
Answers student quostion'; carofully and nreciseiy

3. is open-mind,:d

9. Does not appear If) Iv ,r1, Jut

I. Shows personal interest in students

11\. Emphasizes-what is important

12. 4ses class handouts effectively

13. Iluestions students to elicit underlying reasoning

14. Discusses points of view other than his/her own

15. Provides support and encouragewnt to students

16. Takes responsibility for own actions

17. Relates new material to previous !earnings

18. Reviews essentiat material

19. Utilizes audio visual resources effectively

20. Discusses current developnents in his/her specialty

'0
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iNSTRUCTIONAL QUALITIES SCALE-B

411

This instrument is rryt-,m4ed to collect your individual ratirls uf various

instructional quallties which,'based on past k..; rjence, make a significv":

contribution to your learning.

The method used here required that you detelmine the importance of each in-

structional quality in relation to the other quilities listed. This means that

some or the qualities you select as more important than others may be only

slightlyfore important.

Please rate the importance, to you in your lJrniny, of each quality listed.

Using the scale provided below assign a rating letter to each item.

E quality which is ESSENTIAL to me in 'Ty 'awning

a quality whi0 is generally DESIRAGtr to mc in gur-44br.

L a quality which is--of LITTLE or no importance to me in my lear'ning

23.

Shows enthusiasm about the ..ubject

Clearly communicates what h., expected to be iearned

Quickly grasps what students are asking or .telling

24. Tests the important course material

7 Seems to have self confidence

26. Stimulates student interest in the subject

27. Recognizes own limitatimi,.

Willinqly explains furthol

29. Relates facts to lorm concepts

.40 ,Directs students to useful literature in the field

Encourages active participation in discussion

Willingly remain accessible to students 4

!.3. Reveals knowledge in his/her discipline

34. Clarifies confusing examination questions

36. Has an interesting style of presentation

.:4). Assigns grades fa:rly

37. Summarizes major points

38. Paces presentation to student rate ofaprehension

39. Encourages a xlimate of mutual respect

.4
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